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7 Clinics with Buck Brannaman, 3 & 4

Brannaman, Buck

Important riding exercises and lessons,
including finding the relase; achieving a
soft feel; attaining collection; teaching
the leg; getting the life up, perfecting
the stop; and backing up

DVD

7 Clinics with Buck Brannaman, 5, 6 & 7

Brannaman, Buck

Practicing transitions, turn on the
haunches, jumping, finding the feel,
solving problems with corwding, biting,
striking, fidgeting, anxiousness, and
more

DVD

A Horse of your Own: The film for those Baryard, Mailin, Fredricson, Pedar, et al

Great advice from some of Sweden's
DVD
top equestrians…the right kind of horse,
equipment, boarding, finding the
perfect horse, etc.

Another look at collection: bad horses an Goodnight, Julie

Same as title

DVD

Backing corners, saddling and leading ma Goodnight, Julie

same as title

DVD

Backyard race horse: the training manual Del Castillo, Janet, and Lois Schwartz

Learn how to train your own race horse
at home.

Book

Basic training for horses--english and we Prince, Elanor, and Collier, Gaydell

Establishing the proper envirnoment for Book
training; longeing, suppling, bitting and
driving; using cavaletti; basic trail
training and more.

Bringing up baby: 20 progressive ground- Lyons, John

20 lesson plans to teach the young
horse groundwork basics.

Book

Buck

Follows Buck Brannaman from his
abusive childhood to his phenomenally
successful approach to horses.

DVD

The emergency stop, softening your
horse, forward motion

DVD

Brannaman, Buck

Changing Careers, Forward Motion & the Goodnight, Julie
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Classical equitation

Wynmalen, Henry

Covers all aspects of training a young
horse through advanced riding.

Book

Communication in the Saddle

Bell, Frank

Learn how to tell the horse exatly what DVD
you want. Control your horse using only
leg and seat pressure. Riding with live, Vthinking, the black & white zones that
communicate right from wrong, halfpassing & side-passing, soft feel, proper
backing, mounting from a block and
transitions are clearly demonstrated
and explained.

Connected riding: an introduction

Cummings, Peggy

Learn to synchronize your movements
Book
with the hrose to create a partnership in
riding through an elastic connection.

Conquerors: the roots of new world hors Bennett, Deb

The story of horses ad horsemen of the
New World.

Book

Discovering natural horsemanship: a beg Moates, Tom

Moates shares his highs and lows as he
learns Natural Horsemanship.

Book

Dressage for the new age 2nd edition

Barbier, Dominique, with Mary Daniels

How to help the horse be happy and
light through training and attitude.

Book

Dressage training companion

Barbier, Dominique

A training companion for attitude,
equipment, longeing and work in hand,
lateral work, pirouettes, et. Illustrated

Book

Dressage: A study of the finer points of ri Wynmalen, Henry

Based on the classical teaching of the
great masters of the past and a
lifetime's experience of practical
horsemanship.

Book

Equestrian design guidebook for trails, tr U.S. Department of Agriculture

How to plan trails, trailheads, and
campgrounds.

Book

Evidence-based horsemanship

How to learn timing, fell and balance to
truly master horsemanship.

Book
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Feeling diagonals, the western whoa, an Goodnight, Julie

Learn to fee diagonals, getting a
balanced stop, back to basics for speed
events, training horses to load.

DVD

Floirda horse owner's field guide, 2nd ed Marth, Marty

Guide to selecting, caring for, and
enjoying a horse in Florida.

Book

Gaited Horsemanship

Shows the weekly training progress of 2 DVD
problematic gated horses. 11 hours

Anderson, Clinton

Getting the side pass, saddle fit, herd be Goodnight, Julie

Teaching a Ranch horse to side pass,
managing herd behavior under saddle,
Collection without draw reins, how a
poor fitting saddle causes a horse to
react

DVD

Going to the next level: collection, stride Goodnight, Julie

Teaching a horse to stand still, slowing
the canter with collection, taking a
horse beyond the lower levels,
shortening and lengthening stride.

DVD

Half broke horses: a true life novel

Walls, Jeannette

The fictional story of Lily Casy Smith as
she learns to break horses, teaches in a
frontier town, and run a vast Arizona
ranch.

Book

Hands-on senior horse care

Hayes, Karen

Horse Science: Instructor's manual

Talbot, Betty Bennett

Book
Curriculum on the theory fo
horsemanship, emergency procedures,
teaching techiquest, liability, risk
management, practice teaching and
more.

Book

Horse: passion, beauty, splendor, strengt Walker, Elaine

Explores the nature of the horse--herd
instincts, responses to stimuli,
intelligence and its capacity to forge a
unique bond with humans.

Book

Horseman's bible, revised edition

A beginner's guide to horse care and
ownership.

Book

Saturday, June 27, 2020
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Horsemanship for beginners: riding, jum Slaughter, Jean

Presents the basic rules of good
horsemanship and the reasons behind
them.

Book

Horsewatching

Morris, Desmond

The history of the horse through the
ages; the meaning of horses' subtle
expression, body language, and social
behavior.

Book

Introduction to gaited horse dressage

Lane, Gary

Dressage for all gaited horse breeds
including Tennessee Walkers, Fox
Trotters, Mountain Horses, Paso Finos,
Icelandics, gaited mules and more.

DVD

Keep your horse healthy: advice from a v Lose, M. Phyllis

Information on diseases, syndromes,
and other medical issues.

Book

Last kind words saloon

McMurtry, Larry

Wyatt Earp ad Doc Holliday run a saloon Book
in Long Grass, Texas.

Margaret Dorrance

Dorrance, Margaret

On this two part series, Margaret
Dorrance shares her thoughts and
feelings about Tom Dorrance, the real
horse whisper. Margaret shows us how
she still uses Tom's advice daily
especially when it comes to riding.

Mastering the basics

Barbier, Dominique and Debra

Dominique and Debra Barbier offer
DVD
Mastering the Basics. This awardwinning video was created for riders of
all abilities and disciplines. Dominique
invites you to master everything from
Longeing to Gaits. His teaching methods
are a proven mixture of the classical
past with enlightened understanding
and communication with the horse. This
video will give you a set of skills that will
make the techniques of rhythm,
direction, and work-in-hand second
nature.
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Perfection of the Seat 2: It's Simple!

Stevens, Craig

Covers some of the more advanced
methods for developing the seat, and
introduces the posting trot and canter.
There is a brief discussion of the rein
aids as well

DVD

Perfecton of the seat 1

Stevens, Craig

Demonstrates relaxation and balance
DVD
exercises that deveolop the rider's seat,
giving you the chance to improve your
riding dramatially.

Resistance Free Riding Part II

Shrake, Richard

Review of parts 1 &2; developing
rhythm over poles, correct use of the
hand and legs, circles 7 rhythm control,
lead changes, proper position for spins
and stops, attitudes mental imagery.

DVD

Revolution in horsemanship and what it Miller, Robert M., and Rick Lamb

Thorough exploration and analysis of
training attitudes and approaches from
classical horsemen to learn natural
horsemanship.

Book

She flies without wings: how horses touc Midkiff, Mary D.

Explorse the magical kinship between
women and horses. Women's personal
stories on how horses enrich our lives
and connect us to nature.

Book

Speed Control: Walk, Trot, Canter, Stopp Lyons, John

Learn principles and philosophy to
DVD
establish control of speed and attention
in any situation.

The Best Start for the Unbroke Horse

8 hours of demonstrations. Basic &
advanced round pen, halter & bridle
training, stall manners, spooking &
obstacles, sacking out & saddling, first
rides

The book of the horse
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Lyons, John

DVD

A pictorial history of the hrose; types
Book
and breeds; schooling; riding; care; uses
and more.
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The calm-down cue, round pen tips, teac Goodnight, Julie

Same as title

DVD

The focused horse

How to use The InBalance Horse
DVD
essential oil blend for horses to bring
your horse into focus with you anytime,
anywhere under any circumstance. Find
the five initial steps to focus you and
your horse. Once your horse receives
these gifts from you and learns you
have the ability to actually shift his
nervous system and calm him, your
horse will learn how to release
themselves and come back to you
quickly. Your horse will see you as the
partner that has good chemical feelings
to offer and will love being in your
presence. The Five Steps Include: Focus
Yourself, Aromatherapy, Mouth
Massage, Acupressure, and Saddle Fit

Midkiff, Mary D.

The leg yield, teaching younsters and ha Goodnight, Julie

Teaching the leg yield, teaching young
horses & dealing with disobedience

The nature of horses: Exploring equine e Budiansky, Stephen

Topics of interest e.g. horse vision,
Book
biology & movement; how the horse
evolved; history of man's use and abuse
of the horse from prehistoric times to
today; intelligence, and language.

Tom Dorrance: "The Lost Interview"

Dorrance, Tom

Equestrian Nation's Two Part Series of
DVD
the lost interview of Tom Dorrance.
Includes 2 episodes plus the entire hour
long interview uncut as a bonus to the
DVD.

Tom Dorrance: more than a horseman

Dorrance, Margaret, and John Saint Ryan Essays from many people about Tom
Dorrance.

Saturday, June 27, 2020
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Training for Lead Changes, Subtle Aids an Goodnight, Julie

Reining and leg aids defined, how to
DVD
handle barn sour behavior, learning to
feel leads, flying lead changes explained.

Training the gaited horse: From the trail Lane, Gary

Understanding and training tips of the
flatfoot walk for the Tennessee Walker,
Foxtrotter and Rocky Mountain horse.

DVD

Troubleshooting Behavior Issues and Exe Goodnight, Julie

Catching your horse, release, teaching
the trail horse to use both leads, clear
training for a sensitive horse

DVD

True unity: willing communication betwe Dorrance, Tom

How to feel and see the horse in a way
to value its physical, mental and
innermost qualities.

Book

Understanding horse behavior: your guid McDonnell, Sue

Discusses normal horse behavior as well Book
as common behavior problems and how
to deal with them.

Women of the west

Luchetti, Cathy, and Olwell, Carol

The stories of 12 women's experiences
as the U.S. west was settled.
Photographs included.

Book

World encyclopedia of horses

Clerkin, Maureen, editor

A basic grounding in horse and pony
care, with a wealth of additonal
information.

Book
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